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Materials Selection for Hydrocarbon and Chemical Plants

2017-11-22

describes the systematic procedure for using process and mechanical design information to select construction
materials suitable for a range of chemical and hydrocarbon processing plants the volume features tables for
locating the american society for testing and materials astm product form specifications for construction
materials that have code allowable design stresses it analyzes threshold values for degradation phenomena
involving thermal damage

Control Techniques for Hydrocarbon and Organic Solvent Emissions from
Stationary Sources

1970

in situ bioreclamation applications and investigations for hydrocarbon and contaminated site remediation is a
collection of selected papers submitted by participants to the international symposium in situ and on site
bioreclamation held in san diego california in march 1991 the book consists of articles which represent a
substantial technical contribution and technical notes and brief technology descriptions or reports of preliminary
or less substantial studies that proposes and exposes various solutions for the biological treatment of
contaminated soil water and gas this volume is one of two that represent the most complete and up to date set of
papers at the time the book covers the most comprehensive collection of treatises that presents practices in the
reversal of damages to the environment solutions vary from proven commercially available technologies for some
applications such as reactor treatment of petroleum hydrocarbons in aqueous steams to fundamental research in
others such as genetic engineering to develop strains of biodegradable xenobiotics environmentalists scientists
students of natural sciences civil engineers and those concerned with the preservation and restoration of nature
will find this book invaluable

In Situ Bioreclamation

2013-10-22

the book treats the c hydrocarbons and their secondary products as a contribution 4 to chemical engineering
economics applying this field of teaching and research to the technical processes for making and processing this
group of products so important to the chemical industry as early as tpe 1950s the then director of the institute
for technical chemistry of the berlin technical university professor herbert kolbel took the initiative in the domain
of chemical engineering economics and began systematic studies of project engineering and cost estimation in
connection with chemical plants he also started a course on technical chemical processes in 1966 properties
production procedures plant equipment and also the uses of technically interesting products are the central
features of chemical technology the information is to be found in the large encyclopedias of technical chemistry on
the other hand chemical engineering economics deals with all the economic conditions of usage of the raw materials
possibilities of utilizing co products and the integration of these products into definite production programmes
from the stand point of the chemical and technical fundamentals of the processes further important viewpoints are
the costs of the products taking into consideration important and variable influences on these costs the situation
and development of the market for the products and of increasing significance also the ecological global
conditions for procuring raw materials and the production and marketing of the particular products

C4-Hydrocarbons and Derivatives

2012-12-06

the gas phase oxidation of hydrocarbons reviews research on the mechanism of oxidation of paraffins naphthenes
olefines and aromatic hydrocarbons and explains in detail the phenomena and theories with significant kinetic
equations and graphs this book first presents a study of the development of research on the gaseous phase
oxidation of hydrocarbons the non chain schemes for the oxidation of hydrocarbons such as hydroxylation
peroxidation and aldehyde and dehydrogenation schemes are then discussed this book also presents experimental
investigations and important topics such as oxidation of methane and olefinic hydrocarbons this selection will be
invaluable to students and experts in the field of chemistry and related disciplines

The Gas-Phase Oxidation of Hydrocarbons

2016-07-29

hydrocarbons and their transformations play major roles in chemistry as raw materials and sources of energy
diminishing petroleum supplies regulatory problems and environmental concerns constantly challenge chemists to
rethink and redesign the industrial applications of hydrocarbons written by nobel prize winner george olah and
hydrocarbon expert �rp�d moln�r the completely revised and expanded second edition of hydrocarbon chemistry
provides an unparalleled contemporary assessment of the field presenting basic concepts current research and
future applications hydrocarbon chemistry begins by discussing the general aspects of hydrocarbons the
separation of hydrocarbons from natural sources and the synthesis from c1 precursors with recent developments



for possible future applications each successive chapter deals with a specific type of hydrocarbon transformation
the second edition includes a new section on the chemical reduction of carbon dioxide focusing on catalytic ionic
electrocatalytic photocatalytic and ezymatic reductions as well as a new chapter on new catalysts and
activation methods combinatorial chemistry and environmental chemistry other topics covered include major
processes of the petrochemical industry such as cracking reforming isomerization and alkylation derivation
reactions to form carbon heteroatom bonds hydrocarbon oxidations metathesis oligomerization and polymerization
of hydrocarbons all chapters have been updated by adding sections on recent developments to review new advances
and results essential reading for practicing scientists in industry polymer and catalytic chemists as well as
researchers and graduate students hydrocarbon chemistry second edition remains the benchmark text in its field

Hydrocarbon Chemistry

2003-09-10

this book covers hydrocarbon pollution measurement techniques for hydrocarbons risk assessment and
environmental impact this comprehensive book takes a broad view of the subject and integrates a wide variety of
approaches this book attempts to address the needs of graduate and postgraduate students and other
professionals or readers interested in food soil water and air pollution the aim of this book is to explain and
clarify important studies and compare and develop the new and groundbreaking measurement techniques written by
leading experts in their respective areas the book is highly recommended to professionals interested in environmental
and human health because it provides specific and comprehensive examples

Hydrocarbon Pollution and its Effect on the Environment

2019-12-04

determining the composition and properties of complex hydrocarbon mixtures in petroleum synthetic fuels and
petrochemical products usually requires a battery of analytical techniques that detect and measure specific
features of the molecules such as boiling point mass nuclear magnetic resonance frequencies etc there have always
been a need for new and improved analytical technology to better understand hydrocarbon chemistry and processes
this book provides an overview of recent advances and future challenges in modern analytical techniques that are
commonly used in hydrocarbon applications experts in each of the areas covered have reviewed the state of the art
thus creating a book that will be useful to readers at all levels in academic industry and research institutions

Analytical Advances for Hydrocarbon Research

2012-12-06

physical constants characteristics of petroleum fractions molecular weight vapor pressure fugacity critical
properties thermal properties density viscosity combustion flow of fluids flow of heat equilibrium flash
vaporization fractionating towers

Fossil Hydrocarbon and Mineral Processing

1968

accompanying cd rom contains color illustrations cf page 4 of cover

Data Book on Hydrocarbons

1950

this book provides insights into the benefits of using remote sensing data from a geoscientist s perspective by
integrating the data with the understanding of earth s surface and subsurface in 3 sections the book takes a
detailed look at what data explorationists use when they explore for hydrocarbon resources assess different
terrain types for planning and hazards and extract present day geologic analogs for subsurface geologic settings
the book presents the usage of remote sensing data in exploration in a structured way by detecting individual
geologic features as building blocks for complex geologic systems this concept enables readers to build their own
workflows for the assessment of complex geologic systems using various combinations of remote sensing data
section 1 introduces readers to the foundations of remote sensing for exploration covers various methods of
image processing and studies different digital elevation and bathymetry models section 2 presents the concept of
geomorphology as a means to integrate surface and subsurface data different aspects of rendering in 2d and 3d are
explained and used for the interpretation and extraction of geologic features that are used in exploration section
3 addresses remote sensing for hydrocarbon exploration in detail from geophysical data acquisition to
development and infrastructure planning the organization of this chapter follows an exploration workflow from
regional to local modeling studying basin and petroleum system modeling as well as logistics planning of seismic
surveys and near surface modeling aspects of field development and infrastructure planning comprise multi
temporal and dynamic modeling the section closes with a structured approach to extracting geologic analogs
from interpreted remote sensing data the book will be of interest to professionals and students working in
exploration for hydrocarbons and water resources as well as geoscientists and engineers using remote sensing for



infrastructure planning hazard assessment and dynamic environmental studies

Sand Injectites

2007

although host governments and investors may share one common objective the desire for projects to generate high
levels off revenue their other goals are not entirely aligned host governments aim to maximize rent for their
country over time while achieving other development and socioeconomic objectives investors aim to ensure that the
return on investment is consistent with the risk associated with the project and with their corporations strategic
objectives to reconcile these often conflicting objectives more and more countries rely on transparent
institutional arrangements and flexible nuetral fiscal regimes this paper examines the key elements of the legal and
fiscal frameworks utilized in the petroleum sector and aims to outline desirable features that should be considered
in the design of fiscal policy with the objective of optimizing the host government s benefits taking into account the
effect this would have on the private sector s investment

Remote Sensing for Hydrocarbon Exploration

2022

hydrocarbons and their transformations play major roles in chemistry as raw materials and sources of energy
diminishing petroleum supplies regulatory problems and environmental concerns constantly challenge chemists to
rethink and redesign the industrial applications of hydrocarbons hydrocarbons are ubiquitous ingredients of the
chemical composition of the troposphere while present as trace components they make a major contribution toward
the production of ozone and other oxidants such as peroxyacetyl nitrate pan and hydrogen peroxide h202
hydrocarbon chemistry begins by discussing the general aspects of hydrocarbons the separation of hydrocarbons
from natural sources and the synthesis from c1 precursors with recent developments for possible future
applications carbon and hydrogen the two basic building units can be combined in a million different ways to give a
plethora of fascinating organic compounds

Fiscal Systems for Hydrocarbons

2007-01-01

the two hydrocarbon structures exhibiting the most promise as candidate high temperature fuels are the alkyl
substituted monocyclics and the alkyl substituted condensed bicyclics for specialized fuels the isoparaffin
structure best suits the requirements for a weight limited fuel application whereas for an extreme high density fuel
the condensed tricyclic structure exhibits the best compromise of properties the preliminary results of a vapor
fuels study indicate that the basic condensed bicyclic structure once again offers the most promise for an
advanced vapor fuel research has indicated that a vapor fuel will extend the flight speed of advanced systems
beyond mach 5 for greater speeds or for desirable additional cooling below mach 5 a type of endothermic fuel will
be required the primary contribution of the endothermic fuels program is that the feasibility of conducting this type
of reaction under conditions to be encountered in advanced air breathing systems is established and that the
reaction products will perform satisfactorily in the combustor

Pipeline Design for Hydrocarbon Gases and Liquids

1975

the letter symbols for the concepts most widely used in chemical engineering are listed on the following pages

Hydrocarbon Chemistry

2015-08

refineries and petrochemical engineers today are accepting more unconventional feedstocks such as heavy oil and
shale causing unique challenges on the processing side of the business to create more reliable engineering design of
process equipment for the petrochemical industry petroleum engineers and process managers are forced to study the
physical properties and compounds of these particular hydrocarbons instead of looking up each compound s
information the yaws handbook of physical properties for hydrocarbons and chemicals second edition presents an
easy to use format with rapid access to search for the particular compound and understand all the complex
calculations in one tabular format understanding the composition of hydrocarbons is not easy to calculate
quickly or accurately but this must have reference leads the engineer to better estimated properties and fractions
from easily measured components expanded to cover more total compounds and relevant functions the yaws
handbook of physical properties for hydrocarbons and chemicals second edition remains a necessary reference tool
for every petrochemical and petroleum engineers library coverage added on elements for hydrocarbons and chemicals
with more than 200 real world cases included for practicality increased compound coverage from 41 000 to 54
000 total compounds to quickly access for everyday use new functions added such as testing boiling point
temperature and new data on density and refractory index



Future Air Force Requirements for Hydrocarbon Fuels

1962

this book details three main topics the screening and characterization of hydrocarbons from air soil and water
technologies in the biodegradation of hydrocarbons and the bioconversion of hydrocarbons for biofuel chemicals
as well as recent developments in the remediation of hydrocarbons and their environmental benefits the first section
focuses on screening methods qualitative and quantitative analysis of hydrocarbons from soil air and water
environments speciation of hydrocarbons and natural bioremediation strategies in such environments the second
section examines technologies for removing hydrocarbon contaminants from various environments especially
advanced technologies for the removal of hydrocarbons and in situ and ex situ remediation strategies and problems
as well as concrete case studies the last section covering the bioconversion of hydrocarbons for biofuel
chemicals highlights the biochemicals and bioproducts developed from hydrocarbons with a particular focus on
biochemical and chemical technologies used to produce biopolymers biofuel precursors and commodity chemicals
from hydrocarbons

C4-hydrocarbons and Derivatives

1989

this book looks at how modern developments have enhanced the utility of basin analysis in hydrocarbon
exploration a major factor is modern computing power which enables complex monte carlo type calculations to be
rapidly carried out a second is the transfer of concepts from the economic arena to the theatre of hydrocarbon
production for example setting risking procedures to cope with data uncertainties in addition now there are
available powerful methods for handling the determination of parameters in the highly non linear world of
equations describing various facets of basin analysis th

Physical Constants of Hydrocarbon and Non-hydrocarbon Compounds

1991

this volume offers environmentally friendly technical solutions that can be implemented to solve problems
throughout the value chain of the fossil fuel industry this new book presents an up to date view of hydrocarbon
microbiology and biotechnology presented by experts around the world with interest in how our expanding
understanding of hydrocarbonoclast ecology and physiology can translate to better tools for bioremediation
oil recovery bio upgrading of unconventional crudes the development of biorefining technologies and the production
of hydrogen and electricity from hydrocarbon wastes the common theme across the chapters in this book is an
interest in how developing hydrocarbon biotechnologies may reduce our impact on the global environment written
by eminent scientists from both academia and industry the book starts with a historical perspective on
hydrocarbon chemistry and formation petroleum microbiology and biotechnology this is followed by a review of
recent research developments in bioremediation and other biotechnologies for hydrocarbons the principal
constituents of petroleum and natural gas

The Yaws Handbook of Physical Properties for Hydrocarbons and Chemicals

2015-01-06

petroleum and chemical engineers are constantly looking for reliable data yet don t have the time to search
through multiple sources and articles to get the most accurate pieces of data the yaws handbook of
thermodynamic properties for hydrocarbons and chemicals 2nd edition brings a one stop database reference for
engineers to quickly gain access on over 12 000 compounds simple and complex fluids and an extensive list of
properties all to validate and improve on their thermodynamic modeling enhanced with eight new chapters covering
more equation of state parameters yaws product continues to remain a go to source to crosscheck critical
properties available on process simulators or pvt software and estimate these properties based on the group
contribution methods described in the different chapters the yaws handbook of thermodynamic properties for
hydrocarbons and chemicals 2nd edition stands as the trusted database to optimize petrochemical processes
equipment and operations provides a reliable database reference for thermodynamic properties even varied by
temperature as well as simple and complex fluids mixtures and property calculations updated with eight
additional new chapters covering a modern platform of practical applications in modelling both pure fluids and
mixtures with cubic equations of state delivers accurate and quick options and solutions to size or simulate
petrochemical processes and develop better predictive models

Biodegradation and Bioconversion of Hydrocarbons

2016-11-10

this volume presents methods for analysing and quantifying petroleum hydrocarbons and lipids based on their
chemical and physical properties as well as their biological effects it features protocols for extracting
hydrocarbons from solid matrices water and air and a dedicated chapter focusing on volatile organic compounds
several approaches for separating and detecting diverse classes of hydrocarbons and lipids are described including



tandem gas chromatography gc coupled with mass spectrometry ms or flame ionisation detection fourier transform
induction coupled resonance ms and fluorescence based techniques the book details high performance liquid
chromatography ms for microbial lipids as well as a combination of techniques for naphthenic acids two chapters
focus on quantifying bioavailable hydrocarbon fractions by using cyclodextrin sorbents and bacterial
bioreporters respectively while a closing chapter explains how compound specific stable isotope analysis can be
used to measure the fate of hydrocarbons in the environment hydrocarbon and lipid microbiology protocols there
are tens of thousands of structurally different hydrocarbons hydrocarbon derivatives and lipids and a wide
array of these molecules are required for cells to function the global hydrocarbon cycle which is largely driven
by microorganisms has a major impact on our environment and climate microbes are responsible for cleaning up the
environmental pollution caused by the exploitation of hydrocarbon reservoirs and will also be pivotal in reducing
our reliance on fossil fuels by providing biofuels plastics and industrial chemicals gaining an understanding of the
relevant functions of the wide range of microbes that produce consume and modify hydrocarbons and related
compounds will be key to responding to these challenges this comprehensive collection of current and emerging
protocols will facilitate acquisition of this understanding and exploitation of useful activities of such microbes

Inverse and Risking Methods in Hydrocarbon Exploration

2005

exploration of natural resources is becoming more and more expensive this means that more scientific approaches
are needed using the best techniques available however no single technique can cover any of the objectives regional
approaches necessary to outline a prospective area lack the detail required for exploration detailed methods and
techniques lack proper overview a combination of both types of approaches and several techniques within are
required to do optimal exploration this book provides a number of examples models of different approaches and
styles from different parts of the world giving the reader not only new information but also a view of how
different countries emphasize their exploration

Hydrocarbon Biotechnology

2022-11-24

the vitally important subject of process safety in the hydrocarbon industry is addressed in this book the coverage
is broad and the author has integrated the various aspects so that the book will be readily accessible to readers
of diverse backgrounds a grasp of the material requires only familiarity with physical and organic chemistry at
first year undergraduate level and with heat transfer and fluid flow at the same level the text is complemented by
many numerical examples with full solutions contents foreword by dr donald olander goodrich corporation
preface background to the oil and gas industry hydrocarbon leakage and dispersion the combustion behaviour of
hydrocarbons offshore oil and gas production physical operations on hydrocarbons and associated hazards
chemical operations on hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon derivatives hazards associated with particular
hydrocarbon products some relevant design principles some relevant measurement principles toxicity hazards safe
disposal of unwanted hydrocarbon means of obtaining hydrocarbon other than from crude oil and related safety
issues appendix outline of the canvey study solutions to numerical problems self test questions index

The Yaws Handbook of Thermodynamic Properties for Hydrocarbons and
Chemicals

2018-02-01

flow analysis for hydrocarbon pipeline engineering gives engineers a tool to help them determine fluid dynamics the
book describes hydrocarbon fluid transport in pipelines by presenting useful applied thermodynamic derivations
specialized for pipelines all transport phenomena is covered such as heat momentum and mass transport moving past
the fundamentals the reference addresses the complexity of these fluids and dedicates a chapter on multiphase
mixtures including slugging hydrates wax and sand rounding out with practical case studies this book delivers a
critical reference for engineers and flow assurance experts that will help them correlate basic fluid principles with
applied engineering practices includes discussions on sustainable operations such as co2 transport in pipelines
utilized in carbon capture and hydrocarbon recovery operations delivers multiple case studies for practical
applications and lessons learned describes hydrocarbon fluid transport in pipelines by presenting useful applied
thermodynamic derivations specialized for pipelines

Hydrocarbon and Lipid Microbiology Protocols

2017-01-09

this book presents the catalytic conversion of carbon dioxide into various hydrocarbons and other products
using photochemical electrochemical and thermo chemical processes products include formate formic acid alcohols
lower and higher hydrocarbons gases such as hydrogen carbon monoxide and syngas



Feasibility of Mossbauer Survey Meter for Hydrocarbon and Mineral
Reserves

1975

gas and oil are pivotal to the functioning of modern societies yet the ownership control production and
consumption of hydrocarbons often provokes intense disputes with serious ramifications gas oil and the irish state
examines the dynamics and conflicts of state hydrocarbon management and provides the first comprehensive study
of the irish model interpreting the corrib gas conflict as a microcosm of the irish state s approach to hydrocarbon
management the book articulates environmental health and safety concerns underpinning community resistance to
the project it emphasises how the dispute exposed broader issues such as the privatisation of irish hydrocarbons in
exchange for one of the lowest rates of government take in the world and served to problematise how the state
functions its close relationship with capital and its deployment of coercive force to repress dissent analysis of
these issues occurs within an original account of decision making and policy formation around irish hydrocarbons
from 1957 to 2014 the book traces the development of the state s approach in tandem with occurrences in irish
political economy and examines the impact of global trends on different approaches to hydrocarbon management a
comparative case study of norway reveals ideological political social and economic forces which influence how
states manage their hydrocarbons factors which the book uses as the basis for a rigorous critique of the irish
model

Hydrocarbon and Oxidant Chemistry Observed at a Site Near St. Louis

1977

a comprehensive textbook presenting techniques for the analysis and characterization of shale plays significant
reserves of hydrocarbons cannot be extracted using conventional methods improvements in techniques such as
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have increased access to unconventional hydrocarbon resources
ushering in the shale boom and disrupting the energy sector unconventional hydrocarbon resources techniques for
reservoir engineering analysis covers the geochemistry petrophysics geomechanics and economics of unconventional
shale oil plays the text uses a step by step approach to demonstrate industry standard workflows for
calculating resource volume and optimizing the extraction process volume highlights include methods for rock and
fluid characterization of unconventional shale plays a workflow for analyzing wells with stimulated reservoir
volume regions an unconventional approach to understanding of fluid flow through porous media a comprehensive
summary of discoveries of massive shale resources worldwide data from eagle ford woodford wolfcamp and the
bakken shale plays examples homework assignments projects and access to supplementary online resources hands on
teaching materials for use in petroleum engineering software applications the american geophysical union promotes
discovery in earth and space science for the benefit of humanity its publications disseminate scientific knowledge and
provide resources for researchers students and professionals

The Potential of Deep Seismic Profiling for Hydrocarbon Exploration

1990

advanced algorithms for mineral and hydrocarbon exploration using synthetic aperture radar is a research and
practically based reference that bridges the gap between the remote sensing industry and the mineral and
hydrocarbon exploration industry in this context the book explains how to commercialize the applications of
synthetic aperture radar and quantum interferometry synthetic aperture radar qinsar for mineral and hydrocarbon
exploration this multidisciplinary reference is useful for oil and gas companies the mining industry geoscientists and
coastal and petroleum engineers presents both theoretical and practical applications of various types of remote
sensing for hydrocarbon and mineral exploration covers specific problems for exploration professionals and
provides applications for solving each problem includes more than 100 images and figures to help explain the
concepts and applications described in the book

Facies Models in Exploration and Development of Hydrocarbon and Ore
Deposits

1991-06

the term total petroleum hydrocarbons tphs is used for any mixture of several hundred hydrocarbons found in
crude oil and they represent the sum of volatile petroleum hydrocarbons and extractable petroleum hydrocarbons
the petrol range organics include hydrocarbons from c6 to c10 while diesel range organics are c10 c28
hydrocarbons environmental pollution by petroleum hydrocarbons is one of the major global concerns
particularly in oil yielding countries in fact there are more than five million potentially contaminated areas
worldwide that represent in general a lost economic opportunity and a threat to the health and well being of
humans and the environment petroleum contaminated sites constitute almost one third of the total sites polluted
with chemicals around the globe the land contamination caused by industrialization was recognized as early as the
1960s but less than a tenth of potentially contaminated lands have been remediated due to the nature of the
contamination cost technical impracticability and insufficient land legislation and enforcement this book is the
first single source that provides comprehensive information on the different aspects of tphs such as sources and
range of products methods of analysis fate and bioavailability ecological implications including impact on human



health potential approaches for bioremediation such as risk based remediation and regulatory assessment
procedures for tph contaminated sites as such it is a valuable resource for researchers graduate students
technicians in the oil industry and remediation practitioners as well as policy makers

Hydrocarbon Process Safety

2003

this report describes low cost innovative non invasive surface geochmcial techniques for hydrocarbon exploration
in the environmentally sensitive northern paradox basin of southeastern utah exploration for mississippian
leadville limestone hosted hydrocarbon reservoirs in the basin is high risk in terms of cost and low in documented
success rate however the potential for more discovers and additional reservoirs is enormous the main conclusion
of the study is that certain surface geochemical methods can discriminate surface signatures between buried
productive and non productive leadville reservoirs 61 pages 6 appendices

Flow Analysis for Hydrocarbon Pipeline Engineering

2022-05-11

this book provides an unparalleled contemporary assessment of hydrocarbon chemistry presenting basic concepts
current research and future applications comprehensive and updated review and discussion of the field of
hydrocarbon chemistry includes literature coverage since the publication of the previous edition expands or adds
coverage of carboxylation sustainable hydrocarbons extraterrestrial hydrocarbons addresses a topic of special
relevance in contemporary science since hydrocarbons play a role as a possible replacement for coal petroleum oil
and natural gas as well as their environmentally safe use reviews of prior edition literature coverage is
comprehensive and ideal for quickly reviewing specific topics of most value to industrial chemists angewandte
chemie and useful for chemical engineers as well as engineers in the chemical and petrochemical industries petroleum
science and technology

Favorable and Potentially Favorable Areas for Hydrocarbon and
Geothermal Energy Sources in Northeastern Arizona

1979

full text e book available as part of the elsevier sciencedirect earth and planetary sciences subject collection
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2020-01-01

Gas, oil and the Irish state

2016-07-22

TRC Thermodynamic Tables

1985

Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources

2020-12-03
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2021-12-02

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons

2019-08-13
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2010-05
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